How to create & Use social Media platforms: Setting up and getting going

Welcome to our guide for creating and using social media platforms! In 2017, it is pretty difficult to get by
as an organization without using some form of social media. That can be burdensome to people for whom
this concept is new to. If you’re not familiar with the various social media platforms, or maybe you have
Facebook but would like to expand to Twitter, or Instagram, then this is the guide for you. Here we will
explain creating accounts with Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, step-by-step, as well as help explain some
of the basics behind getting your new account going. If you would like to share your event with us, we also
explain how to do that here as well. If you’re primarily interested in one of these three programs, or in
sharing an event with us, use our index below to jump to the section relevant to you.
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Mentoring Programs: Facebook
 Get Set Up
First you need to create a Facebook Page for your organization or site.
1. This link directs you to the page you need to set up a Facebook account for your organization. It will prompt
you to sign in with your personal account, doing this will allow your organization to be recognized as such on
Facebook.
2. Select the ‘Company, Organization or Institution’ box. Your organization should not be a personal Facebook
account/person, an event, a location or any other option because it can and will interfere with your ability
to function as an organization on Facebook.
3. Select the ‘Non-Profit Organization’ from the dropdown menu. Type your organization’s full and formal title
in the “company name” box, and then click ‘Get Started’. This name will be what the community, mentors,
sponsors, donors, etc. will search for when trying to find you on Facebook.
4. You will be directed to fill out the basic description of your organization (this should be a short About Me,
bio, or tagline), add your website and create a Facebook address for your Facebook Page. Make your address
simple and relevant (aka facebook.com/mobius) because you cannot change it later.
5. Add a ‘Profile Picture.’ This can be changed at any time and will act as the face/icon of your page. It is
recommend and suggested to use your logo as your Profile Picture.
6. Add to the Favorites section on your personal home page. This is your organization and you may want it to be
easily accessible from your personal Facebook account.

7. The Preferred Page Audience section is key in getting your organization’s page in front of the correct people,
be as specific as possible.
8. Next, there is a ‘page tips’ section on the right-hand side of your organizations brand new page. Here,
Facebook will suggest the next steps you should take to make your new page as successful as possible. Some
of these tips might be adding a cover photo, inviting your friends to like your page, and/or adding page roles who can make what changes to this page?
Other Useful Tips:
•

Help Center: Located under the ‘Help’ box. You can come here for any questions you have as you begin to
use the new tool.

•

About: Next to ‘Timeline.’ You will be directed to a tab where you can fill out all sorts of wonderful
information about your organization. Take some time to fill out this information thoroughly and accurately.

•

Build Audience: Next to ‘Help’ in the upper right-hand corner. Select ‘Invite Friends.’ Go through your
Facebook friends and invite people to ‘Like’/‘Follow’ your organization’s Facebook Page.

 Create a Plan for Posting
Your social media posts should focus on what is happening within your organization. At the beginning of the week,
look over what is going on at your organization and decide what you want to promote on social media. It is also a
good idea to look at your community partners, other similar organizations to yourself, and within Vermont in general
for post ideas. Then, just as you schedule your projects for the week, schedule what you’re going to post. Schedule
out what you are going to post and when you’re going to post so you don’t miss opportunities. You can do this in a
monthly or weekly set-up or both! This is an example of the calendar that Mobius uses (created with Google Sheets):

 Creating a Post
1. On your organizations page, you will see a box that says ‘write something’, this is where you want to create
your posts.

2. Your posts can (and should) involve a variety of different types of content such as text, link, graphics, images,
videos…

 Social Media Best Practices
•

The important information (who, what, when, where) goes first. There comes a point in a Facebook post when a
“see more” button appears. This happens when there is too much content and some of your post might end up
hidden under that ‘see more’ button. The shorter the post, the better. Link to more information.

•

Interact with others wherever possible – tag individuals and/or organizations mentioned in your post. Do this by
typing “@” followed by the name of the person, organization, or business you wish to tag (with no space
between the ‘@’ and the name). Their name should appear in a drop down list. Select them simply by clicking on
them in this list.

•

Visuals are so important. Whenever possible (which should be the majority of the time) a visual should
accompany a post (image, video, graphic, link…)

•

If you use a link as your visual, remove the link. Once you add a link to your post, the post will turn the link into
an image at the bottom on your post. From here, you can delete the text link and the option to click on the image
will still be there.

Delete this text…

Once this appears…

•

If using a link with a separate visual, delete the image that the link automatically inserts - we talked about it in the
last tip- and shorten the text link (bitly.com is a super-fast way to do this)

•

Utilize relevant existing content – Share posts from other people, organizations and businesses that pertain to
your organization, use hashtags (the pound symbol before a word or phrase) relevant to your cause. (For
example, Mobius has used, #MentorIRL, #thankyourmentor, and #GivingTuesday) This connects you with a larger
cause or campaign.

•

Be consistent. Find a template that connects with your stakeholders and start there for your posts. Consistent =
professional.

•

How often? The industry standard for posting is, no less than once, and no more than twice per day. This will
have you posting 5-10 times a week. This is goal that is difficult for a non-profit to achieve. Mobius is on the lower
end of this range and some weeks we don’t reach this standard. Most importantly, set a realistic goal and be
consistent in your posting.

 Post with Focus
Educate:
• Create an awareness of your organization and what you do
• It’s what you say AND how you say it
• Build your credibility – become the expert –you want to be a source for accurate information (statistics,
testimonials…)
• Appeal to emotions – use images, quotes, and community connections to make your feed something others
want to follow
Engage:
• Your template should be consistent but the content should vary (use graphics, images, quotes, videos,
stories…)
• Support your previous statements (consistency)
• Highlight upcoming events (both yours and others if they are relevant)
• Use your actions buttons: Share, like, comment…
• Appreciate your volunteers and staff - highlight the work they are doing
Note: When you log into your prersonal Facebook, there is the option to be posting, commenting, liking, and sharing
as yourself or as your organization. To switch fro one to the other, there is an option in the top right-hand corner of
your home page (see image on the left below). To double check that you are posting as your organzation or as
yourself (depending on the situation) at the bottom of every Facebook post, there is an arrow that you can select
which account you would like to be acting as (see imageon the right below).

 Get Set Up

Mentoring Programs: Twitter

First you need to create a Twitter Page for your organization or site.
1. Create a Twitter account by going to this page.
2. Enter the information as directed. In the ‘Full name’ (Mobius Mentors) box fill out your organization’s full and
formal title. You want this name to be what the community, mentors, sponsors, donors, etc. will search for
when trying to find you on Twitter.
3. Twitter will ask you to add your phone number to this account, this is your choice, there is a ‘skip this step’
option if you choose not to do this.
4. In the ‘Choose your username’ box fill out what your twitter username or twitter handle will be (example:
@MobiusMentors). You want your twitter handle to be short, but recognizable. This way people can tag you
without using too many characters (you are allowed 280 characters) and people will know who you are when
others tag you in a post. You can change this at any time.
5. Select what your interests are. I would suggest ‘Popular accounts’, ‘News’, and ‘non-profits.’ Feel free to
browse through the suggestions and select ‘X’ for anyone you do not want to follow. If you do not select ‘X’
you will follow this Twitter account. You can follow or unfollow them at any time. Select ‘Follow # &
Continue.’
6. Add a ‘Profile Picture.’ This can be changed at any time and will act as the face/icon of your page. I highly
suggest using your logo as your Profile Picture.

7. Take the time to go through the accounts and follow accounts your organization would want to follow. Allow
access, the feel free to browse through the suggestions and select ‘X’ for anyone you do not want to follow. If
you do not select ‘X’ you will follow this Twitter account. You can follow or unfollow them at any time. Select
‘Follow # & Continue.’
8. Next Twitter requests you to confirm your email address. Close out of the Twitter browser, go to your inbox
and select ‘Confirm Now.’
9. Yay! Your organization now has a Twitter account! Now select your profile picture in the upper right hand
corner and select ‘Help’ from the drop down. You can come here for any questions you have as you begin to
use the new tool. I highly suggest browsing through ‘Getting started with Twitter’, ‘Posting a Tweet’ and
‘Customizing your profile.

 Twitter Tips
Much of the information discussed in the Facebook sections also applies to twitter. Here are some additional tips that
are more specific to Twitter.
•

Return to your Twitter feed by selecting the ‘home’ tab in the upper left-hand corner of the page.

 Go to your settings by clicking on your picture in the upper right-hand corner of the page. Here you can change
your profile picture, add a header photo, change your Twitter name if you want, fill out a bio (this should be a
short About Me or tagline) and other useful information such as your location. Have fun with this! Take some
time to fill out this information thoroughly and accurately! Select ‘Save Changes’ when you are done.

• Character Limit: Twitter recently changed its character limit from 140, to 280. It has therefore become less of a
challenge to create tweets within the character limit frame. That being said, your message still needs to be clear
and concise, and your posts requiring lots of detail and “learn more” opportunities should generally be saved for
Facebook.
• Reply: Instead of ‘commenting’ on something on Facebook, you ‘reply’ on twitter. ‘Replying’ posts your answer
and the conversation with someone else onto your followers’ Twitter Feed and onto a unique tab on your Twitter
Page called ‘Tweets & Replies’. Determine which post you want to reply to, select the arrow pointing left that is
found at the bottom of the post, construct your reply with the given @Names, and select ‘Tweet’. (You can add a
photo or location to this post).

• Retweet (RT): Instead of ‘sharing’ something on Facebook, you retweet on Twitter. Retweeting posts someone
else’s tweet onto your followers’ Twitter Feed and onto your Twitter Page. Determine which post you want to
retweet, select the arrows pointed in a circular shape that are found at the bottom of the post, and select
‘Retweet.’

• Favorite: Instead of ‘liking’ something on Facebook, you ‘favorite’ it on Twitter. This engages with someone else’s
tweet and shows up on a unique tab on your Twitter Page called ‘Favorites.’ Determine which post you want to
favorite, locate the star button at the bottom of the post, and click it.
• Direct Message (DM): Instead of ‘messaging’ someone on Facebook, you direct message or DM (dee-em)
someone. To DM someone, select the ‘Messages’ tab at the top left corner of your Twitter Page, select ‘New
Message,’ enter the Twitter username (Mobius Mentors) or twitter handle (@MobiusMentors), construct your
message, and select ‘Send Message.’
o A DM does not post onto your followers’ Twitter Feed or onto your Twitter Page, but can only be
seen as a private message by the given Twitter user through the message tab. They will be notified
that you DMed them. You can only DM one of your followers.
• Shorten your links (they take up too many characters, bitly.com is a great way to do this)
• Schedule a Tweet: TweetDeck is a tool for Twitter that allows you to create more advanced management options
for your Twitter Page (i.e. lists, retweet edits, etc.). This is definitely a unique tool to explore, but its most helpful
tool is its ability to schedule tweets. Just as scheduling a post in advance is helpful on Facebook, scheduling tweets
is helpful on Twitter. Log-in to TweetDeck as you would log in to Twitter, select the blue box in the upper left-hand
corner, construct your tweet, select ‘Schedule Tweet’, determine a date and time, and select ‘Tweet on Day
Month Year’. You can always edit or delete your posts that are in the queue line. (You can also add a photo to this
post).

Mentoring Programs: Instagram
Before we get into how to set up and use Instagram, it is important to explain Instagram’s focus, and when it is
appropriate for you to utilize this particular social networking site. Since Instagram is an image based form of social
media, the focus of your post is going to be the image or video. That is what people are going to 100% of the time
notice, so if you want a message to be paid attention to, you need to have a photo or short video that grabs people’s
attention. Before committing to Instagram, make sure you have the content to post. If you have photos to share, and
you would like to reach your supporters from a different angle, then you should download Instagram and create an
account for your organization. If this sounds like what you’re looking for, then let’s begin!

 Get Set Up

First you need to create an Instagram account for your organization or site. Instagram is primarily an app-based social
media, so you will want to download and create an Instagram account on your phone (or on the phone of whoever
will be primarily managing the account)
1) Create an Instagram account by going to this page, or downloading the app.

2) Create an account using an email address, NOT by signing in with Facebook. You want this account to be
distinct from your personal account, and if you sign in with your Facebook account it is going to link to your
personal Facebook account.
3) You will then be prompted to create a username and password. Create a username that is recognizable and
intuitive (i.e. mobiusmentors). Your usernames across all social media platforms should aim to be as similar
possible, so that your brand is secure.
4) On this same screen, you will see at the top the option to select/change your profile photo. The size of the
circular logo is the actual size your profile photo will be, so take that into consideration when selecting your
photo. Your profile photo should be include your organization’s logo, so it’s clear who you are when people
come across your profile or search for your organization.
5) You will then be prompted to enter some basic profile information, such as your name and phone number.
For your name, you can enter your organization’s full name.
6) Enter the URL to you organization’s website where it says “Website,” beneath “Username.” This is the only
place on Instagram where you can insert a live link.
7) Next, you will create your bio. Your bio can be up to 150 characters, and should express the overall mission of
your organization. A simple and catchy bio making it clear who you are is the goal.

Set up proper social settings
1) From your profile’s page, click on the gear symbol, right next to where it says “Edit Profile” and scroll down to
where it says “Settings.”
2) Tap on the option that says “Linked Accounts.” Go ahead and link to your organization’s Facebook page and
Twitter account.
3) Now that you’ve linked your account to Facebook, you can scroll up to the section that says “Account.”
4) Tap on the “switch to business profile” option, and follow the directions provided. You will need to make
your profile public. Here you can select that you are a nonprofit organization when it asks you what kind of
business you are.

 Familiarize yourself

You are now ready to post! Before you start posting, there are some Instagram basics that you should be familiar
with.

• Language: On Instagram, like Twitter, you have followers, and people you follow. Also similar to Twitter, you will
see a little heart beneath a photo when it’s been posted, as well as a thought bubble, and a paper airplane. On
Instagram, you like someone’s photo, just as you do on Facebook (rather than “favorite” on Twitter). When you
have liked someone’s photo, the heart is red. Clicking on the thought bubble takes you to the comments of the

photo, where you can leave your own comment or read others’. Clicking on the paper airplane gives you the
option to share this post with any of the people you follow.

• This is what your profile will look like:

• At the bottom of the screen, you will see your page-options bar, regardless of which page you’re on. There is the
home page, the search page, the camera/uploading page where you create your posts, the “likes” and “follows”
page, and your profile’s page.
1) The “Home” Page: Click on the home icon at the bottom of your screen, and you will be taken to the “home”
page. This is the Instagram equivalent of a Facebook newsfeed. This is where you can see everything that the
people you follow post.

2) The Search Page: By clicking on the magnifying glass icon at the bottom of your
screen, you’re taken to the search page. At the top of the page you will find a search bar,
where you can enter the names of people or places whose page’s you are trying to find.
You can also search hashtags, to see what kinds of posts are associated with x,y,z hashtag.
Before you search anything, the page will have posts by relevant pages or people, similar
to those you already follow.

3) Creating a Post: To create a post, click on the little square icon with the plus sign in the center of it. You will
be taken to a page with the options to click on “library,” “photo,” or “video.” To post a photo or video from
your personal photo library, click library. To take a photo from Instagram’s camera setting, click photo. To
take a video from Instagram, click video.

4) Likes and Follows: To view who has liked your most recent post, or to see
who has followed you, click on the heart icon at the bottom of your page. From this
page, you can also view what your followers have recently liked, by going to the top
and clicking on “followers,” next to where it says “you.”

5) Your Profile: You can access your personal page by clicking on the icon with your page’s profile picture, in the
bottom right-hand corner.
•
Lastly, if you would like to see your options for editing,
deleting, or sharing a post after you have posted it, click on the
ellipsis at the top of your post in the right-hand corner.

You will see these options appear
•
If you want to share something to Facebook or Twitter
after you’ve already posted it, click the share button in this drop
down, and it will give you the option to edit your hashtags. Extra
hashtags can be useful on Instagram, but not as much on
Facebook or Twitter, so it’s good to keep that in mind.

Events
Mobius is happy to help get the work out about various events happening to support National Mentoring Month. If
you are planning an event, please let us know so that we can put it on our social media as well as on our events
calendar. To get one of your events on social media, email me (Hope) at hope@mobiusmentors.org .
To have your event put on our events calendar, go to this page on our website, and fill out the online form.

